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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

From the data analysis in the previous chapter, this thesis would like to

conclude the discussion of this research from the data analyzed, this thesis comes

to the conclusions that :

5.1 The Figurative language

5.1.1 The lyrics of Lenka Kripac’s songs which analyzed mostly contain more

than one figurative language. They are Symbolism, Onomatopoeia,

Repetition, Metaphor, Paradox, Personification, and Simile.

5.1.2 Of all the Lenka Kripac’s song. There is one song that only uses one

figurative language. It is on the song “Everything at Once”. The figurative

language in this song is Simile”

5.1.3 From the data analysis in the previous chapter, Symbolism become

figurative language that is often used on Lenka’s song. Almost every song

contains Symbolism. On the other side, Onomatopoeia, Repetition,

Metaphor, Paradox, Personification, and Simile are the less common

figurative language used on the songs.
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5.2 The Total Meaning

5.2.1 “Two”. This song tells about Someone who feels lonely in her life.

Loneliness is always enveloped her life so she feels no passion and joy. That

feeling turned become happiness when she found the man who is loved. She

hopes the same feeling felt by that man.

5.2.2 “Sad Song” The song tells that life is like a spinning wheel. In life there

are many twists and turns that we must live as a process of living to adulthood.

Sometimes the process that should be passed to make us depressed and made us

fall so deep, but his hopes, with such a situation makes us more excited to move

forward, staring at a brighter future, and leading a life full of happiness.

5.2.3 “Everything at Once”. This song tells the story of one's willingness in

his life. he wants to be this, it wants to be, and want to be all at one time as well.

but it was not possible because basically, there is no perfect man. Every human

being has the advantages and disadvantages

5.2.4 “Everything’s Okay”. This song tells the story of someone who needs

motivation and support to get through the tough times. and she just needs

someone who is able to give him positive thoughts and making optimistic.

because she believes if God gives problems would also be a solution.


